Softening Approaches Sub Committee Meeting
12/17/18 5:00-6:30
Room 105- Educational Services Center

5:00-5:05  Summary of 11/26 meeting discussion and next steps

5:05-5:30  Laura Cottrell- Restorative Practices in Iowa City Schools
           • Overview of current and future implementation
           • Discussion, Q & A

5:30-5:55  Overview of the Steps to Respect District-wide K-6 curriculum
           • Discussion of bullying/harassment programming
           • Benefits and limitations of current curriculum as it relates to safety

5:55-6:15  District Protocol and Procedures related to Bullying & Harassment
           • Overview of the current district guidelines
           • Supports in place, re-teaching component
           • Tracking outcomes

6:15-6:30  Next Steps:
           • Discuss focus for next meeting
           • Recommendations regarding topics covered at this meeting